About - Contact & Directory Info

This section outlines various channels and lines of communication used by the Alliance.

General Information & Feedback

- **Ed-Fi Tracker Project.** The Alliance hosts a general purpose project in its Tracker / JIRA system [here](#). This project is open to the public, and accepts feedback on any topic.
- **Ed-Fi General Inbox.** The Alliance maintains a public email inbox at [info@ed-fi.org](mailto:info@ed-fi.org).
- **Ed-Fi Videos.** The Alliance has a Vimeo channel containing several promotional and training videos [here](#).
- **Ed-Fi Tech Docs.** The Tao is hosted on the Confluence site the Alliance uses for its technical and community documentation. The home page is [here](#).
- **Ed-Fi Public Website.** And, of course, the Alliance has a public website with general and programmatic information at [www.ed-fi.org](http://www.ed-fi.org).

Technology

- **Ed-Fi GitHub Repositories.** The Alliance maintains a GitHub Repository [here](#). The Ed-Fi Data Standards are in public repositories, but access to most code requires a license. See the article [How To: Access Ed-Fi Source Code and Issue Tracking Systems](#) for more information.